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Everybody present was in a cold sweat at this moment. No person had actually anticipated 

that the outcome would certainly resemble this. 

Kong Wu was not the only one that really did not dare to tinker this weird face. Clearly, his 

standing was a lot greater than Kong Wu’s. 

Could it be somebody from the Heavenly Family? 

However, Kong Wu called him Brother Hannigan. Clearly, his surname was not Tian, but they 

actually couldn’t think of anybody else in Cloud City that deserved Kong Wu’s concern 

besides the Heavenly Family. 

Right now, some shy individuals knelt on the ground to atone for their big-headed words 

recently. 

” Sibling Hannigan, I will transform your vehicle to a brand-new one for you. When it comes 

to these 2 people, you can handle them nonetheless you like,” Kong Wu stated to Samuel. 

 

Jiang Tao had been handicapped, yet the various other individual’s face was only harmed. 

When he heard Kong Wu’s words, he knelt down to Samuel in scary and kept kowtowing. 

“Bro Hannigan, I was blind. 

Samuel sighed. It was a great gathering, however it became similar to this for no reason. 

Jiang Tao’s legs had actually been disabled, so there was no demand to check out further. 

Kong Wu would certainly give him a new cars and truck, so he really did not shed a lot. 

 

” You should not have actually welcomed me right here,” Samuel said to Kong Wu, and 

afterwards walked out of the club. 

Kong Wu recognized that although this matter had been solved, if he intended to establish 

his partnership with Samuel in the future, his chances would be really tiny. And all this was 

messed up by that fool, Jiang Tao. 



” From today on, Jiang Tao is the adversary of me, Kong Wu. And also you individuals, if any 

individual attempts to leakage a word regarding tonight’s occasion, I, Kong Wu, will 

certainly never ever let him go,” Kong Wu stated to the crowd. 

Kong Wu had no opportunity to develop a connection with Samuel, he didn’t want this 

thing to be understood by the Incredible household. If Tian Ling’ er understood that he 

made Samuel miserable, the whole Kong Household would be dragged down. 

When they arrived at the car park, Samuel saw that his cars and truck had been knocked 

into a mess. He might not aid but grin bitterly. 

Jiang Tao was actually fierce. He really did not even want his Porsche. 

” What do you assume? I have actually warned you a very long time ago that you don’t have 

the right to park right here, and also you do not believe me. Do you regret it now?” 

The waitress walked to Samuel’s side proudly and proceeded, “Jiang Tao is a genuine rich 

man. He doesn’t also care about a Porsche worth a million. That do you assume you are?” 

Samuel shrugged as well as claimed, “It’s thousands of thousands of yuan. It’s really heart-

aching.” 

The waiter took a look at Samuel with contempt. This was the space between abundant 

individuals. He really did not also care about the Porsche, however he was distressed for an 

Audi. 

” That informed you not to listen to my advice? This is self-inflicted. You deserve it,” the 

waitress claimed. 

” Yes.” Samuel nodded his head undeniably. Considering that he can no longer drive the 

automobile, he can just walk residence. 

After Samuel left, the waitress sighed with a smile and also stated to himself, “There are so 

many individuals who do not recognize what benefits them. This is their destiny if you do 

not listen to me.” 

After a while, an ambulance quit at the entrance of the club. The steward looked puzzled. It 

was Kong Wu who booked the club tonight. Just how could a rescue come all of a sudden? 



” Could it be that there was an accident inside?” 

Equally as the waitress was thinking of it, Jiang Tao, who was lying on the cot, was secured 

and straight surprised him. 

” This is Jiang Tao. Just how could he be wounded for no reason? And also it appears that 

he is seriously injured!” 

Kong Wu walked to the waitress with a dismal face as well as asked, “Where is the Audi?” 

The waitress was surprised and quickly claimed, “Sibling Wu, the automobile is still in the 

parking area.” 

” Take me there,” Kong Wu claimed. 

The waitress was a little overwhelmed. It was just a damaged Audi that had been smashed. 

How could Kong Wu respect it so much? 

When Kong Wu took the auto to the parking lot and saw the busted Audi, he took a deep 

breath. The damage was to the same as his connection with Samuel. 

” Brother Wu, I’ve already advised that guy not to park the auto right here, yet he didn’t 

listen to me,” the steward said to Kong Wu. 

Kong Wu smiled coldly and also kicked the steward’s stubborn belly. He was angry, yet the 

steward still claimed that. Had not been he searching for a pounding? 

The waitress was so overwhelmed that he really did not also recognize why he was beaten. 

” You are simply a fucking steward. Kong Wu stated coldly. 

The steward really did not recognize why Kong Wu was angry, however in this instance, he 

simply needed to apologize. “Brother Wu, I’m sorry, I’m sorry.” 

” In the eyes of garbage like you, only by driving a deluxe vehicle can he be a big shot?” 

Kong Wu, that was angry, kicked the Cayenne next to him to vent his temper, no matter 

who it came from. 



Seeing Kong Wu’s back, the steward covered his stubborn belly and stood with trouble. 

Kong Wu’s words resembled in his mind. Suddenly, he froze on the spot, as if she had been 

struck by lightning. 

” Only those who drive luxury automobiles are big shots, aren’t they?” 

The steward all of a sudden looked at the Audi with a scared expression. 

Could it be … could it be that the person just now was the genuine big shot? 

Could it be because of him that Jiang Tao was harmed! 

Thinking of her previous attitude toward him, the steward instantly felt as if he had made it 

through a catastrophe. 

Even Jiang Tao was sent to the health center. What right did he need to display before him? 

 


